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ABSTRACT

Nanopore technology is a promising label-free detection method. However, challenges exist for its further application in sequencing, clinical diagnostics and ultra-sensitive single molecule detection. The development of DNA nanotechnology nonetheless provides possible solutions to current obstacles hindering nanopore sensing technologies. In this review, we summarize recent relevant research contributing to efforts for developing nanopore methods associated with DNA nanotechnology. For example, DNA carriers can capture specific targets at pre-designed sites and escort them from nanopores at suitable speeds, thereby greatly enhancing capability and resolution for the detection of specific target molecules. In addition, DNA origami structures can be constructed to fulfill various design specifications and one-pot assembly reactions, thus serving as functional nanopores. Moreover, based on DNA strand displacement, nanopores can also be utilized to characterize the outputs of DNA computing and to develop programmable smart diagnostic nanodevices. In summary, DNA assembly-based nanopore research can pave the way for the realization of impactful biological detection and diagnostic platforms via single-biomolecule analysis.

INTRODUCTION

As a new platform, nanopore technology presents various advantages over other detection modalities including low cost, high throughput and label-free sample analysis. Accordingly, nanopore analysis has been widely applied to fields such as gene sequencing, personalized medicine, biomedicine, food safety, environmental surveillance, and others. In particular, as a milestone for nanopore detection, in 1996, Deamer et al. proposed DNA sequencing using alpha hemolysin (1). In a typical nanopore experiment, two reservoirs are connected via a single nanometer-sized pore. Upon applying an electric field across the nanopore, electrically charged molecules are driven to translocate the nanopore via an electrophoretic force. When this occurs, conductive ions in the buffer are excluded from the nanopore, resulting in a measurable drop in current. Accordingly, biomolecules of various sizes and charges can be distinguished based on parameters of translocation such as dwell time and current drop amplitude (2). Inherently, nanopore experiments represent a single molecule detection method with ultra-sensitivity and high resolution, capable of discriminating minute differences among single nucleotide bases A, T, G and C. Compared with previous nanopore applications, which mainly focused on gene sequencing (3–6), recent nanopore technologies have also been extended to analyze the physical and chemical properties of various molecules (7) such as nucleic acids (8–12), proteins (13–18), nanoparticles (19–25) and ions (26–32).
Based on materials, nanopores can be divided into two categories: biological nanopore (33) and solid-state nanopore (SS-nanopore) (Figure 1) (34). Biological nanopores comprise channel-bearing proteins such as Phi29 (35–37) and α-hemolysin (38–44). With a narrow channel (general diameter 1 nm–2 nm), protein nanopores can produce sensitive and accurate electrical signals in DNA sequencing due to the similarities they share with the diameter of single-strand DNA (ssDNA). In addition, experimental repeatability is another advantage of biological nanopores, according to which selected portable commercial nanopore devices are being developed. However, issues must be considered when using biological nanopores. For example, it is not easy to readily modify protein nanopores, which limits the scope of their application. Moreover, proteins are more sensitive to external environmental conditions because small variations in temperature or pH will significantly affect biological nanopores’ conformation and activity.

SS-nanopores are nanopores are constructed using abiotic materials (45,46). The straightforward fabrication procedures of SS nanopores render diameter control adjustable and scalable, which enables wider sensing ranges to encompass not only small molecules such as DNA, but also large protein targets. However, SS nanopore-based detection faces several challenges. First, the translocation velocity of analytes is generally too fast to allow for consistent identification of smaller biomolecules because of comparatively large nanopore diameters. To solve this problem, various methods including gel substrates (47), molecular modifications on the nanopore (48), blocking the pore with nanobeads (49), applying various high-salt buffers (50) are utilized. However, not all of these methods are satisfactory because of deficiencies such as increased experimental complexity, random systematic noise, and modification difficulties. Additionally, SS nanopore membranes are too thick to acquire high signal-to-noise ratios at a high resolution, compared with biological nanopores in DNA sequencing. In order to improve the resolution and sensitivity of SS nanopores, scientists have combined super-thin two-dimensional materials like molybdenum disulfide (4) and graphene with SS nanopores (51–55). Nevertheless, the preparation of two-dimensional material-based nanopores are complicated, inconvenient, and expensive.

DNA nanotechnology focused on using DNA to construct various self-assembled structures was recently developed. As a versatile technology, DNA assembly is already applied to various nanopore-based analyses. For example, DNA self-assembly structures can be used to capture target biomolecules to form complex spatial arrangements (56), or to serve as possible channels for potential drug delivery (57). Importantly, DNA nanotechnology may also provide practical solutions to the aforementioned challenges in nanopore detection (34,58,59). Several efforts have been made to combine nanopore analysis and DNA nanotechnology in the past decade. For example, scientists directly used DNA nanotechnology to construct assembled nanopores performing target molecule nanopore translocation (60). Notably, in these studies, DNA nanotechnology endowed the nanopore platform with fine-tunable and adjustable properties.

In this review article, we summarize research associating nanopore techniques with DNA nanotechnology. Several categories will be discussed to highlight recent studies combining DNA nanotechnology and nanopore detection. We will primarily discuss recent progress combining DNA nanotechnology and nanopore detection in the following categories: (i) DNA carrier-mediated escort of targets in nanopore translocation; (ii) DNA-assembled nanopores for single-molecule detection with tunable and adjustable properties; (iii) nanopore detection of targets based on the dynamic control of DNA assembly. Combined with DNA nanotechnology, nanopore analysis methods have been greatly improved. To date, several studies have been conducted in this interdisciplinary field. Considering the universal applications of nanopore analysis combined with DNA nanotechnology, this review article highlights related works and inspired ideas to introduce this study area to researchers. Finally, we envision that the association of DNA nanotechnology and nanopores will create many new sensing methods for biodetection, nanoeengineering, diagnostics and therapeutics.

**DNA NANOTECHNOLOGY**

With the recent development of DNA assembly, DNA molecules can serve not only as carriers of genetic information, but also fulfill significant roles in artificial nanosystems through their diversely modified properties, predictable behavior, nanoscale size and programmable features (61). In the 1980s, DNA was characterized as being able to form desired nanostructures via computer-assisted molecular designs, i.e. DNA self-assembly (62). Nadrian Seeman, a pioneer in the field of DNA nanotechnology, constructed various nanostructures based on DNA self-assembly. Utilizing specific DNA molecular recognitions, stable DNA supramolecular structures can spontaneously form via hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, and van der Waals interactions, among others. There are two main strategies for creating DNA structures: (i) short DNA strands employing DNA tile assembly and (ii) long DNA strands-associated DNA origami assembly. DNA nanotechnology is a promising tool with advantages such as designable nanoscale engineering, high manufacture efficiency, and a convenient preparation process. This method has recently been applied to various areas such as biology, chemistry, medicine, material science, nanoeengineering, and molecular computing (63–65). In particular, DNA assembly-based sensing and diagnosis has attracted significant interest. It has been shown that engineered DNA-assembled constructs can facilitate the control of various biomolecules (64), and is an excellent material for complex molecular information processing (65,66).

**Tile based self-assembled DNA nanostructures**

As the most commonly used primary DNA component, the typical DNA tile generally comprises several short hybridized ssDNA to form a cross-shaped skeleton frame. Then, through cohesive sticky ends, multiple tiles can be linked to assemble more complex structures. As a pioneering DNA assembly method, DNA tiles are generally used to construct a diverse range of nanostructures (67–69).
Figure 1. Schematics of a biological nanopore (A) (33) and a SS nanopore (B) (34). In (A), the target molecule can pass through the pore of α-hemolysin to produce a significant drop in current. The carrier escorting target molecules through SS nanopores induces specific current signals.

Figure 2. (A) The structure of 2D DNA tile lattices comprising two and four units (62). The images below represent the structures for DAO and DAE units. (B) The original design and AFM images of nanoribbons (69). (C) Schematic drawings of DNA tiles with multiple DNA bridges (73). (D) Schematic drawings and transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of DNA tile assembled 3D nanostructures (77).

In 1983, DNA tile-based self-assembly was first proposed by Seeman (62). The original naturally occurring tile (Holliday junction) includes four single-stranded DNA. Meanwhile, by rational design, 2D lattices can be constructed using cohesive ends hybridization. Subsequently, to construct more stable and rigid tiles, double crossover (DX) tiles were established including double crossover, antiparallel, odd spacing (DAO) and double crossover, antiparallel and even spacing (DAE) (67) (Figure 2A). Taking advantage of DX tiles, Hao Yan et al. prepared a 2D rigid grid structure in 1998, where the DNA-assembled structure was imaged by atomic force microscope (AFM), as shown in Figure 2B (69). DNA tiles with high rigidity and more complexity appeared in succession including triple-crossover (TX) (70), paranemic crossover (PX) (71), DX triangle (72), nanoarrays (NAs, shown in Figure 2B and C), nanoroads (NTs) (73) and single-stranded tile (74,75). By controlling the concentration ratios and the lengths of specific DNA strands, Mao et al. manufactured various 2D (76) and 3D structures (77) including tetrahedron, dodecahedron and buckyball arrangements (Figure 2D).

DNA origami-based self-assembly

Compared with minute DNA tiles, DNA origami assembly provides a method for assembling larger DNA nanos-
Structures. DNA origami assembly was developed by Rothemund in 2006, where hundreds of short synthetic oligonucleotides (staple DNA strands) fold a long scaffold strand (typically the M13mp18 genome) into various nanoscale shapes of unprecedented complexity. As shown in Figure 3A, through complementary base-pairing, various 2D DNA structures were assembled including square, rectangle, pentagram, smiling face, triangle and others (78). Consequently, asymmetric shapes such as maps (79), dolphin (80) and characters (81) were also constructed based on DNA origami.

To construct 3D structures, additional efforts have been made using different design principles: linking 2D self-assembled structures together to obtain 3D aggregations or directly assembling 3D structures. Hollow cubes and prisms were manufactured (82–84) by linking independent 2D structures. Dietz et al. expanded this method by creating DNA nanostructures with controlled curvature and twisting (85). In 2009, Douglas et al. developed a DNA assembly method to directly construct 3D-shaped DNA origami (Figure 3B) (86). In 2011, Hao Yan et al. defined the features of objects via scaffold DNA nanostructures and constructed a connective frame to modify curvature on the surface of 3D DNA origami (Figure 3C) (87).

### Dynamic DNA strand displacement

In addition to DNA assembly-based nanostructures, DNA strand displacement, a dynamic DNA regulation method, is another recent development in DNA nanotechnology (88–93). In nature, DNA strand displacement commonly occurs at a very slow reaction rate (88). Toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement reaction (T-SDR) was developed by Yurke et al. in 2000 and greatly accelerates reaction rate by $\sim 10^6$-fold (89). In a typical T-SDR process, strand displacement initiates from a short single-stranded toehold domain, leading to sequential strand displacement via branch migration (Figure 4A) (90). Importantly, the control of toehold strength enables fine-tuning of T-SDR.

In recent years, T-SDR has attracted more attention for its easy design and accurate control abilities, and has become a popular area of nanoengineering (91–93). This research context includes the following areas. (i) Regulation of switchable nanodevices and nanostructures. As large-scale DNA molecular systems and origami nanomachines are constructed by DNA molecules, T-SDR-based control can be widely used in DNA-assembled nanosystems by taking advantage of dynamic and precise properties (90). (ii) Molecular signal sensing effected via DNA catalysis (Figure 4B) (93). Since the enzyme-free DNA system can amplify the molecular signal via non-covalent DNA catalysis, catalysis reactions can be used to amplify weak signals (94). (iii) Construction of complex DNA cascading networks and circuits. Relying on specific base-pair recognitions and programmable sequence designs, T-SDR-based DNA regulation was employed to construct various types of molecular motors (89), cascading networks (92–94), and logic circuit operations (95,96). This technique can also be used in areas such as smart molecular sensing and DNA computing (94–98).
Figure 4. (A) Schematics of basic DNA strand displacement (90). (B) Catalytic DNA strand displacement circuit where the catalyst DNA can repeatedly participate in multi-cycle reactions (93). (C) Programmable DNA self-assembly pathway based on DNA strand displacement (94).

THE APPLICATION OF DNA NANOTECHNOLOGY IN NANOPORE SENSING

Nanopore detection is a new and emerging technique for DNA sequencing, single molecule detection, and clinical diagnosis. Although traditional nanopores inherently have features of high sensitivity and label-free detection, several difficulties persist in their use such as uncontrollable translocation and invariable nanopore size or shape. To address these problems, various solutions have been proposed, among which the designable and versatile DNA self-assembly method is particularly attractive.

In reality, DNA nanotechnologies have been widely applied to improve the performance of nanopore detection. There are several primary approaches for the application of DNA nanotechnology in nanopore sensing. (i) DNA-assembled carriers to assist target molecule translocation, where DNA carriers can serve as a position-controllable tool for assisting in the analysis of target molecules. (ii) DNA-assembled nanopores combining DNA structures with SS nanopores or lipid membrane. In this instance, DNA origami channels are designable and programmable, and the shapes and sizes of DNA nanopores are flexible to satisfy various nanopore detection demands. (iii) Dynamic regulations of DNA assembly to perform controllable nanopore sensing. In this method, elegant DNA strand displacement may provide new ideas and schemes for the clinical diagnoses of diseases and single molecule detection. In the past decade, combinations of nanopore analyses and DNA nanotechnology have contributed to the rapid development of new sensing approaches. Herein, we wish to underscore excellent research studies with respect to the development of nanopore analysis combined with DNA nanotechnology.

Nanopore detection of DNA nanostructures

Assembly DNA structures can be created in accurate sizes and shapes, rendering them suitable for analyzing interactions between well-designed DNA structures and nanopores. On the other hand, studies on nanopore-based detections of DNA nanostructures are relatively rare, and many of the interactions involved remain unknown. Therefore, research on nanopore detection of 2D and 3D DNA structures is worth conducting.

In 2014, Plesa et al. assembled linear double-stranded (ds)DNA molecules with branches to survey the velocity of dsDNA during translocation (99). These branches, created using the DNA origami technique, divided the entire ds-DNA construct into different segments. As shown in Figure 5A, the relative position of secondary peaks related directly
to the location of its corresponding designed branch structure. Thus, through 1D DNA strands and the translocation duration of different segments, the local velocity of translocation could be precisely estimated. In 2016, SS-nanopore analysis of DNA knot structures was conducted in a long dsDNA strand (Figure 5B) (100). In this study, the high-concentration LiCl buffer was used to detect DNA knots. Nanopore analysis found that knotting occurrence became higher alongside increasing DNA strand length. Based on the results, it was estimated that the majority of the DNA knots were tight when passing through the nanopore.

In addition, 2D and 3D DNA structures were also used in nanopore detection. In 2017, Alibakhshi et al. investigated the translocation of nucleic acid nanoparticles (NANPs) such as RNA rings and DNA cubes (Figure 5C) (101). The research detected rings and cubes and analyzed their electrical signatures, respectively. The researchers then mixed the two types of structures and found that the two particles could be reliably distinguished. Inspired by previous work, in 2018, Zhu et al. studied DNAzyme cleavage reaction assisted by DNA tetrahedrons (Figure 5D) (102). The study demonstrated that the signal of dynamic digestion changes on DNA nanostructures can be amplified via the blockade current.

Despite a number of attempts, many related studies still need to be conducted in this area to deepen our understanding of complex DNA structures’ translocation through nanopores. Additionally, DNA nanostructures possess potential application scenarios and values. For example, more interesting DNA 3D nanostructures can be fabricated and characterized directly through nanopores, or act as biomarkers for clinical diagnoses.

**DNA assembled carriers escorting cargoes through nanopore**

Recently, nanopore studies on the interactions between DNA duplex strands (called ‘DNA carriers’) and target molecules have attracted significant attention. Most of the research conducted in this field is related to protein detection or the characterization of specific DNA structures. In these related works, linear DNA carriers escort target molecules through nanopores in a controlled fashion, which is beneficial for conducting accurate and directional nanopore analysis (103–107).
In DNA carrier escorting nanopore studies, a 1D linear DNA origami carrier is commonly used. Different from 2D or 3D DNA origami structures, which reflect diverse conformational features, linear DNA carriers comprise hybridization of one single-stranded DNA (typically cleaved m13mp18) and hundreds of staple oligonucleotides (56,103,106). One of the advantages of using a linear DNA origami carrier is that the positions of staple DNA strands can be addressable. This means the escorting site can be specifically controlled, which is particularly useful when confronting multiple types and numbers of target molecules on one carrier.

In 2015, Bell et al. synthesized a one-dimensional ds-DNA carrier that allowed for the covalent binding of specific proteins at designated positions (Figure 6A) (103). The researchers measured the ionic current signals of DNA carriers with different numbers, as well as the interval and species of binding proteins. In 2016, the ability of DNA carriers to analyze antibody protein detection in the nanomolar range using linear DNA carriers was demonstrated (Figure 6B) (104). The fraction of translocation signals showing a specific target current signal peak of corresponding protein (105). Furthermore, a digitally encoded DNA carrier was also used for multiplexed detection of proteins (Figure 6C) (106). Nanopore signals representing specific barcodes can also be obtained as shown in Figure 6D. In this study, the researchers were able to detect up to four different antibodies with four specific DNA barcodes at nanomolar concentration levels.

In 2017, Sze et al. also developed an aptamer-binding carrier nanopore method to sense multiple protein targets directly from human serum (56). Employing protein binding with aptamer DNA, unique ionic current signals can be generated to accurately recognize target molecules (Figure 6E). Recently, Chen et al. realized digital data storage and reading based on DNA nanostructures and nanopores. Using a DNA carrier and setting DNA hairpins as encoders, the researchers were able to store digital data arranged in diverse DNA hairpin categories and quantities. The data could also be read by identifying secondary current peaks (107). In areas where the DNA carrier escorted nanopore detection, the work enhanced the aim of realizing a small volume, ultra-sensitive and flexible sensor, or portable digital data storage/reader.

Targets binding with linear DNA carriers has made molecular translocation of nanopores more controllable. Depending on the DNA nanotechnology, binding number, binding position, and type of target, molecules can be de-
signed according to specific demands. Using this method, single target molecules can be recognized and analyzed from complex mixtures through specific binding. For example, physicochemical properties such as reaction kinetic constants between carriers and targets can be speculated based on signal changes during nanopore translocation.

DNA origami blockage to regulating nanopore

Recently, researchers have made significant attempts at directly using DNA origami nanostructures as a nanopore structure associated with lipid membrane or SS nanopores. Through DNA origami assembly, studies involving methods such as DNA origami nanoplates and origami nanopore blockages have been developed, where translocation speeds were able to be controlled by increasing interactions between analytes and DNA scaffold (108–110).

In 2014, Plesa et al. investigated the mechanical properties of DNA origami nanoplates (Figure 7A) (109). Various DNA origami nanoplates were prepared and captured on SS nanopores under certain voltages to test their integral ionic conductance. Different origami nanoplates were designed, with the honeycomb lattice nanoplate providing the best insulation. All nanoplates exhibited a rectification effect, which the authors attributed to structural deformation of the nanoplates (Figure 7B and C). The nanoplates could be pulled through the pore when using a high electric field force. Similarly, in 2017, Farimani et al. proposed a simulated DNA origami plate-graphene instrument for DNA detection (110). Using molecular dynamic simulations, the researchers computed the ionic conductivity of nanopores on graphene docked with one or two-layered DNA origami. They demonstrated that even the four types of DNA bases could be distinguished according to the blockade current, due to the specific interactions between the DNA origami plate layers and the different DNA bases (Figure 7D and E).

DNA assembled structures directly serving as nanopores

Biological nanopores and SS-nanopores possess their own strengths and weaknesses, as noted above. In recent years, a combination of nanopore and DNA origami (so-called ‘DNA origami nanopores’) have rapidly been developed. With its strong structural controllability, DNA origami provides a versatile method for assembling designable nanopores with precise and accurate shapes and sizes. It also allows for introducing various addressable modifications at the specific sites of DNA nanopores, thereby endowing nanopores with more powerful functions. In particular, DNA origami nanopores may be suitable in conditions where variable and dynamic nanopore structures are required. In this section, we focus primarily on DNA-assembled structures directly serving as nanopores. Based
on the combined-nanopore medium, the DNA-assembled nanopores can be divided into two categories: a DNA-assembled structure combined with SS-nanopores and lipid membrane, respectively.

Since SS-nanopores can be fabricated with certain diameters, DNA origami structures can easily be inserted into the SS-nanopore under an electronic field to construct combinational nanopores in specified shapes and sizes (111–116). In 2011, Bell et al. constructed hybrid nanopores comprising DNA origami and SS-nanopores for single molecule sensing (Figure 8A) (112). The researchers inserted DNA origami nanopores into SiN SS-nanopores and demonstrated that the combinational DNA nanopore still allowed target molecules to pass through (Figure 8B). Additionally, a DNA nanoplate nanopore can also be used to create combinational nanopores, where chemical modifications on the nanoplate can improve the geometrical and chemical specifications of the nanopore (Figure 8C) (113). During nanopore analysis, the passage of target molecules translocated through both the SS-nanopore and the nanoplate’s nanopore to induce significant signals. Subsequently, glass nanopores were also used to construct hybrid DNA nanopores (Figure 8D) (114). Fluorescently labeled DNA structures and ionic current measurements can demonstrate that the trapping of translocation events occurred during nanopore detection. In addition, the biomolecules modifying DNA nanopores were developed to serve as regulated hybrid DNA nanopores (115,116). For example, in 2018, Ketterer et al. attached a nuclear pore complex (NPC) to a DNA origami ring to study its collective behavior using a SiN nanopore (Figure 8E) (115). Utilizing specific site modifications, the numbers and types of NPCs could be controlled.

The DNA nanostructures can also serve as nanopores combined with lipid membrane (117–122). Specifically, cholesterol-modified DNA can bind to the membrane via cholesterol group insertion. Then, the DNA origami nanopores can bind to the membrane, allowing target translocation through the nanopores. In 2012, Langecker et al. created an assembled stem using DNA origami for insertion into a lipid membrane via cholesterol moieties (Figure 9A) (120). The properties of this structure were similar to those of natural ion channels. When DNA strand sequence mutations existed in the DNA stem portion, the gating effect was enhanced. This synthetic DNA nanopore can even be used to detect single-stranded DNA molecules. Similarly, another synthetic DNA origami nanopore was established by binding to lipid vesicles (Figure 9B) (121). In 2016, a membrane channel was constructed with a 4 nm diameter nanopore using a DNA origami structure (Figure 9C) (122). This DNA nanopore was able to spontaneously insert itself into lipid bilayers or vesicles. Then, the induced electrical signals of ssDNA and dsDNA were obtained accordingly. Since DNA origami nanopores can be constructed in various diameters to detect DNA molecules, a DNA nanopore with a relatively larger diameter (~7.5 nm) was constructed to analyze protein molecules (Figure 9D) (60).
More recently, smaller DNA channels consisting of several DNA strands were synthesized to mimic channel proteins, allowing for spontaneous transport of lipid molecules (123). For example, in 2016, Burns et al. developed an automatic molecular valve made of seven DNA strands, which was able to perform the nanopore open or close functions through DNA strand displacement (Figure 10A) (57). The valve was also sensitive enough to distinguish small molecules that differed by only a single charged group (Figure 10B). Due to its ability to regulate target translocation, the DNA valve can potentially be utilized for drug delivery and synthetic cell or ionic logic circuits. In 2017, Guo et al. established a functional DNA nanopore for uptake by tumor cells (Figure 10C). The DNA nanopore comprised a small DNA tube and was functionalized with Ramos cell aptamers and cell-penetrating peptides (124). Experimental results demonstrated that the DNA nanopenes were able to recognize and penetrate Ramos cells with high specificity.

**Nanopore logic sensing based on dynamic DNA assembly**

The fields of smart molecular sensing and molecular computing have rapidly developed in recent years (93–97). Particularly, logic operations based on DNA strand displacement reaction is one of the most common ways through which to achieve intelligent detection and biocomputing. Existing methods for characterizing the output of logic operations are gel and fluorescence arrays (95–97). The superiority of nanopore technology, with features that include single molecule sensing, being label free, and having significant rapidity presents potential detection solutions for addressing particularly smart molecular sensing and biocomputing (125).

Recently, several research teams used nanopores to characterize the output of DNA logic operations. In 2009, Ali et al. demonstrated that conical nanopores functionalized with polyprotic acid chains showed three levels of conductance based on pH value (126). The researchers utilized the functionalized nanocapillary and different chemical inputs to realize AND and NOT logic gates. In 2016, Yasuga et al. proposed a logic operating system with DNA molecules, droplets, and biological nanopores (127). To realize a NAND operation, they set dsDNA that could not pass through the biological nanopore as ‘0’, while ssDNA that could pass through the pore was set as ‘1’ (Figure 11 A and B). In 2017, Ohara et al. described an AND logic operation using T7 RNA polymerase (Figure 11C) (128). The existence of input DNA A or DNA B represented ‘1’ while the non-existence of input DNA A or DNA B represented ‘0’. Only when both DNA A and DNA B were present, could the electric signal be detected using a biological nanopore. Meanwhile, nanopores could also be used to analyze the complex hairpin DNA structures generated in DNA circuit reactions. For example, Zhu et al. employed the bionanopore technique to characterize complex DNA structures at the single molecule level (129). By analyzing the dwell time and blockade of ionic current signal from DNA structure translocation, information pertaining to hy...
Figure 10. (A) Schematic illustrations of the DNA nanopore structure with a valve (57). Fluorophore carboxy-fluorescein (CF, red) and sulpho-rhodamine B (SRB, green) are self-quenched molecules. (B) Fluorescence signals of CF and SRB for vesicles with open valves. (C) Schematic illustration of the DNA nanopore’s recognition and endocytosis of a tumor cell (124).

DNA assembly-based nanopore diagnosis

In recent years, programmable diagnoses based on nanopore methods has attracted significant attention. Combined with DNA assembly, nanopores can also be used in the detection of ultra-sensitive molecules and accurate diagnoses. For example, the DNA strand displacement-assisted nanopore method can be used to sense target molecules at low concentrations, and even in impure clinical samples. Through complex DNA assembly circuit systems, low target signals can be amplified to produce significant nanopore translocation results. This programmable DNA assembly-based nanopore method will undoubtedly contribute to more rapid and accurate diagnoses of diseases in future.

The utilization of nanopores in programmable diagnoses will promote its use in practical clinical applications (130). In 2016, Rauf et al. designed a label-free nanopore biosensor for rapid detection of cocaine in human serum using an aptamer for cocaine (Figure 12A) (131). In the experiment, the aptamer DNA was initially protected by hybridization with a short complementary DNA strand. Then, the greater affinity of the cocaine/aptamer induced displacement of the short complementary DNA strand, thus allowing subsequent biological nanopores’ detection. In 2018, Xi et al. developed a biological nanopore method to detect cancer cells through enzymatic amplification reaction (Figure 12B) (132). Similarly, in 2017, Hiratani et al. described a strategy for cancer diagnoses using microRNA (miRNA) (Figure 12C) (133). The researchers amplified and quantified miRNA from cancer cells through strand displacement and used a biological nanopore to detect targets. In addition, the ultra-sensitive and label-free nanopore method can be used for early diagnoses of various cancers. In 2015, Li et al. reported a series of works about strand displacement-based molecular sensing with biological nanopores. They hybridized aptamers with DNA probes bearing specific biomodification (CB[7]) to form a double-stranded structure that could not translocate through a biological nanopore (Figure 12D) (134). Due to the higher affinity between full complementary DNA strands, hy-
Figure 11. Schematics of NAND logic gate operations using biological nanopores (A) and the truth table of a nanopore-based NAND gate (B) (127). (C) Bionanopore detections for performing an AND gate using enzymatic reactions (128). (D) Diagram of using a SS-nanopore to verify organized DNA generated in catalytic hairpin assembly and hybridization chain reaction (HCR) DNA circuit reactions (129).

hybridization with a receptor can specifically release DNA probes. As a result, a specific ionic current pulse can be observed. Moreover, triplex DNA molecular beacons were also constructed to release DNA probe for diagnosis in 2018 (135). Similarly, via DNA strand displacement, several biological nanopore detection methods were developed for diagnostic applications in the detection of serum and cells (136,137). These works serve as a foundation for the further application of nanopore sensing in practical clinical diagnostics.

CONCLUSION

Nanopore technology has attracted interest for use as a single molecule sensor, owing to its advantages of being label-free and fast, with excellent resolution and sensitivity. Although nanopore analysis has undergone significant development in recent years, several obstacles remain that limit the application of nanopore technology, such as the low signal resolution caused by rapid translocation velocity, invariable nanopore structures, and difficulties related to addressable modification.

Notably, recently developed DNA nanotechnology with its programmable structural design and easy preparation may provide practical solutions to the aforementioned challenges in nanopore detection (54–56). For example, high-speed translocation can be solved by DNA assembly carriers reducing the target passing speed (104–107). In addition, the significant versatility in design afforded by DNA origami can be used to fabricate nanopore channels of any shape and size (120–122). This will allow for performing controlled nanopore analysis according to specific designable selections. In addition, if the DNA assembly method can be used for dynamic control of assembled nanopores, it will be possible to precisely regulate the molecule translocation process in real time. Moreover, it should be noted that DNA molecules are easy to modify using various chemical groups, which can connect with other materials such as metal nanoparticles and proteins (38,56,138). Accordingly, many other materials can be introduced in the construction of hybrid DNA nanopores. More importantly, through DNA nanotechnology, the nanopore can be modified using various materials with sub-nanometer precision. Combining the advantages of DNA nanotechnology and label-free nanopore analysis, DNA assembly-assisted nanopores can be applied to the analysis of proteins, DNA, and other biomolecules. In general, as a promising sensor, the hybrid nanopore analysis can be used to rapidly characterize target molecules and even directly identify the results of complex molecular reaction systems, thus promoting the development of multidisciplinary areas of smart molecular sensing and DNA computing.

On the other hand, critical problems in the DNA hybrid nanopore may still hinder such analysis in further practical applications. Therefore, more efforts are required to solve problems such as current leakage and fluctuations, accurate nanostructure control, and randomly occurring nanopore blockages. Particularly, further research on increasing the stability and controllability of DNA nanopores is required. In addition, although applying the use of DNA nanopores to selected contexts is attractive (such as se-
sequencing and drug delivery), significant developments are required in these areas. Though commercial viability is not yet a reality, it is believed that more significant achievements will be made regarding the combination of nanopores and DNA nanotechnology in the next few years. Taking advantage of recent cross-disciplinary studies on DNA nanotechnology and bioelectronic engineering, the DNA assembly-assisted nanopore method will deliver new opportunities in the areas of single biomolecular analysis, gene sequencing, and clinical diagnosis.
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